In this paper, we improve the idea of the near-optimal alignments. Though the near optimal alignments increase the possibility to find the correct alignment, too many of them may confuse the biologists. So we present the filter scheme for the near-optimal alignments. An easy method to trace the nearoptimal alignments and an algorithm to filter those alignments are proposed. 1 The time complexity of our algorithm is O(dmn) in the worst case, where d is the maximum distance between the near-optimal alignments and the optimal alignment, and m, n are the lengths of the input sequences, respectively.
I. INTRODUCTION
It has been mysteries about some questions of living things. What is the difference between human being and animals? Why can birds fly but cannot dogs? Why do jaguars run so fast? Because of mature brains, strong wings, and powerful legs you might answer, then another question rises: why do human beings have mature brains but do not animals? Why do dogs have no wings? Similar questions go on and on.
Nowadays biologists find the blueprints of all living things, biosequences. By studying the biosequences of more than one species, the difference between them can be revealed. So that to compare biosequences, how similar they are, where are the differences between them, or what are common parts of them, is a foundation stone of modern biology.
Biosequences comparison [1, [7] [8] [9] 13] could be seen as the sequence alignment problem, which is a well studied problem in the algorithm area [3, 4, 10, 11, 16] . With proper measuring schemes, it is not difficult to find the optimal alignment of given sequences. However, there is no completely suitable measuring scheme in biosequences. Scientists have presented many scoring functions to measure the similarity of biosequences [2, 6, 14] . Most of them failed. There always exist some biosequences with lower scores but higher similarities (judged by biologists or experiments) with any kind of scoring function.
Naor and Brutlag showed that the alignment with optimum score is not always the most biologically meaningful one [12] , so that the near-optimal alignment was presented in order to provide more possible alignments for biologists to choose. It is natural that the possibility of finding the correct alignment will be increased if we provide more alignments, but too many of them may confuse the biologists. Thus, some other biologically filtering criteria are needed to help us to choose the correct alignment.
In this paper, we shall present an easy method to trace the near-optimal alignments of given biosequences and propose a novel algorithm to filter the output with some other biologically meaningful criteria. We use the criterion:the most conserved alignment which was presented by Tseng et al. [15] as our example in our algorithm and name it the near-optimal block alignment. The criteria could be open to discuss. The time complexity will not be increased if the filter can be done in linear time.
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section II, we shall give an easy method to trace the near-optimal alignments. Next, we shall illustrate the proposed algorithm to filter out the desired alignment by the most conserved criterion in Section III. Finally, some conclusions will be given in Section IV.
II. TRACINGS IN THE ALIGNMENT LATTICE
In this section, we shall demonstrate the idea of tracings in the alignment lattice, and show how they help us to find the optimal and near-optimal alignments. Let S1 and S2 be two input sequences, where |S1| = m and |S2| = n. We first use an example to explain our idea. Suppose two sequences S1 = abdcd and S2 = bacddb are given to be aligned with the score matrix shown in Table I . We then have the alignment lattice AL of sequences S1 and S2 shown in Figure 1 after performing the traditional alignment scheme [3, 4, 10, 11, 16] .
The bold lines in Figure 1 represent the correct alignments in the corresponding positions. The numbers beside lines are the costs of alignments. It is well known that the optimal alignment can be obtained if we trace back the alignment lattice AL from the lower right corner to the upper left Table I. corner [10] . In our example, there are two optimal alignments abdcd---bacddb and abdc-d--bacddb . To find the optimal alignment of two given sequences is easy, but how to find those alignments which are within d score compared to the optimal alignment needs some tricks. The optimal alignment means that we choose the correct alignment, for example bold lines in Figure 1 , in each position. What would it be if we choose the wrong alignment somewhere? The score of somewhere-wrong-alignment is worse than the optimal alignment, but how bad will it be?
Let P = (i, j,U) denote the alignment from position (i, j) to the U direction, where 0 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, and U ∈ {H,V, D}. The U direction of {H,V, D} means the Horizontal, Vertical, or Diagonal direction. We define the δ function to calculate the effect when the alignment P, with respect to AL(i, j), is chosen as follows.
where S1 i and S2 j represent the ith and jth characters of S1
and S2, respectively.
Traditionally, AL(i, j) is undefined when i < 0 or j < 0, so that δ(P) = ∞ if an undefined value is encountered. We use examples to illustrate the effect measurement of δ(P). For example, suppose P = (5, 6, D) which is an incorrect alignment in Figure 1 . Clearly, δ(P) = 2 here. If P is chosen and afterward we choose the correct alignments, i.e. bold lines, from position (4, 5) till position (0, 0). The result score would be optimal score − δ(P) = 5 − 2 = 3. As another example, we follow the bold lines from position (5, 6) till position (4, 4) , P = (4, 4, D) is chosen, and afterward we follow the bold lines from position (3, 3) till position (0, 0). Here, δ(P) = 1. It will construct an alignment with score= 5 − δ(P) = 5 − 1 = 4. Similarly, δ(4, 4, H) = 0 and δ(4, 4,V ) = 2.
It is easy to prove that we choose all the ways of correct alignments from the lower right corner to P, and then choose all the ways of correct alignments from P to the upper left corner, we will construct an alignment with score δ(P) less (5) − (0) a (1) b (2) d (3) c (4) d ( (5) c (4) d (3) b (2) a(1) (5) c (4) d (3) b (2) a (1) − (0) d (5) d (4) c ( than the optimal alignment. In other words, δ(P) = 0 if and only if the alignment P is the correct alignment in the corresponding position, i.e. the bold lines in Figure 1 . With this fact, we are able to find the near-optimal alignments within d score less than the optimal score. Figure 2 shows the nearoptimal alignment example of the sequences given above with d = 2. The possible partial alignments for constructing the near-optimal alignments are called tracings. Hollow arrows in layer 0 (L 0 ) will construct the optimal alignments, solid arrows will construct the near-optimal alignments with score optimum − 1 in layer 1 (L 1 ) and simple arrows in layer 2 (L 2 ) have similar meaning but with score optimum − 2.
Our method to mark tracings is shown as follows. These tracings are recorded from the lower right corner back to the upper left corner. This method can be regarded as a traditional back tracing technique if d is set to 0. It will help us to process those possible partial alignments that may be used to construct the near-optimal alignments if d is greater than 0. The function EnQ(x,Y ) is used to add element x into queue Y , and the function x = DeQ(Y ) is used to remove the first element of queue Y and to store it in x. Elements in a queue are in the form of [k](i, j), which means the
means that there is no possible alignment coming from the U direction, For example, T R 2 (4, 5,V ) = 0 represents an alignment going to position (4, 5) of layer 2 in the V direction from layer 0. (Since it comes from the V direction, we know the position of it is (5, 5).) Q is a temporary queue in the tracing marking method and queue R will be used in our near-optimal block alignment algorithm, which will be demonstrated in Section III. Actually, the tracing marking method and near-optimal block alignment algorithm can be done together, so that we can use one queue Q only. It is for clarity that we explain our idea in this way.
Method: Tracing Marking Input:
Alignment lattice AL with threshold d.
Output:
Tracing queue R and tracings (possible alignments) T R that construct near-optimal alignments within d score compared to the optimal alignment.
Step 1:
Step 2:
Step 3:
If Q = / 0, then B = DeQ(Q); otherwise, stop.
Step 4:
Step 5: Go to Step 3.
In the above tracing marking method, we do our tracing starting from the lower right corner, so Step 2 adds [0](m, n) on layer 0 as the first (source) element of our queue. At Step 4, we process the extracted element B and then calculate the effect of each direction. Since element B is at layer k, B will go to layer α if P = (i, j, H) is chosen. If α > d, we ignore it. Otherwise we add the next position into our queue and record that it comes from layer k. For example in Figure 2 , element [0](4, 4).{α, β, γ} = {0, 2, 1} represents that it goes to layers 0, 2 and 1 in the H,V and D directions, respectively.
III. AN ALGORITHM FOR NEAR-OPTIMAL BLOCK ALIGNMENT
In Section II, we gave the method to trace back all nearoptimal alignments. Actually, there are numerous near-optimal alignments even when d is small. All near-optimal alignments of Figure 2 are listed in Table II . As we can see, there are 2 alignments in layer 0, (Position (5, 5) in layer 0 branches two ways), 3 alignments in layer 1, (Position (3, 3) branches two ways and one of them branches three ways again at position (2, 2), but only two ways go to layer 1, so 1+2=3.) and 8 alignments in layer 2. It is not so useful if we just list all of the near-optimal alignments. Some filtering schemes should be invoked to help us to choose the most meaningful alignment. The filtering scheme could be various in many aspects. Here we use the most conserved alignment which was defined by Tseng et al. [15] as our filtering scheme. The idea of the near-optimal block alignment is similar to finding motifs between two sequences. When two biosequences are aligned, the common parts of them are more meaningful. Those parts may be some functional genes or help us to select the better templates when predicting the 3D structure of proteins based on the homology modeling technique [5] . Sometimes we need to focus our attention on their different parts to cast the junk of biosequences. Concluding the above, we have to divide the sequences into either common/meaningful or different/junk parts, and we call these parts as blocks in this paper. The longer blocks are the better since the longer common/different parts are more significant than the shorter ones.
In this section, we shall propose an algorithm to solve the near-optimal block alignment problem. Given τ ∈ R, a τ
-block is a maximum area with score continuously greater than, equal to, or less than the threshold τ, respectively, where i represents the length of that block. τ is a threshold used to judge if an alignment of two characters is similar enough or not. For example, suppose τ = 0, the alignment -abdcdbacdd-b can be divided into τ
, where the score of each character pair is shown upon it. As another example, suppose τ = 2. The same alignment is now divided into
Note that the way to divide an alignment into τ − blocks is unique. For example, it is invalid if we divide the above alignment into τ After two sequences have been ligned, the alignment (A) could be regarded as a list of τ − blocks. Tseng et al. [15] defined ω in their paper to judge if an alignment is conversed. The formal definition of ω is given as follows.
where l is the number of blocks in A, t i ∈ {+, =, −},
where ψ is a parameter which is 2 in this paper. The near-optimal block alignment will be A if ω(A) is maximum. An example is illustrated in Table II .
Clearly, the alignment with larger ω means the alignment with longer blocks. As we mentioned before, the longer blocks are the better. The near-optimal block alignment problem is to find the alignment with the maximum ω in all near-optimal alignments, which is abdcd|-bacdd|b in our example when d = 2, τ = 0 and ψ = 2.
Let us take sequences abdcd and bacddb as our example in 
Layer
Alignment
square, then the left number represents ω and the other denotes the current block length at that position. The current block length is 0 if it is not shown. The circle positions means impossible alignments, so we will not show them. Before presenting our algorithm, we first explain the meanings of variables used in the algorithm. The alignment lattice AL is of size (m + 1) × (n + 1), where m and n are the lengths of the two given sequences, respectively. In our algorithm, C(i, j,U) (U ∈ {H,V, D}) denotes the added score (edge weight) from the prior horizontal, vertical, or diagonal position to position (i, j), and ω k (i, j,U) (U ∈ {H,V, D}) denotes the maximum ∑ 1≤i≤k (a i ) ψ from position (m,n) of layer 0 across the prior horizontal, vertical, or diagonal positions to position (i, j) of layer k. The last, L k (i, j,U) (U ∈ {H,V, D}) denotes the current block length of position (i, j) of layer k that comes from various directions. Our algorithm is given as follows.
Algorithm: Near-optimal Block Alignments(NBA) Input: Alignment lattice AL, tracings of possible alignments T R and tracing queue R.
Output:
Maximum ω among all near-optimal alignments. Step 1:
where S1 i and S2 j represent the ith and jth characters of S1 and S2, respectively and 0 ≤ i ≤ m, 0 ≤ j ≤ n, and U ∈ {H,V, D}. C(i, j,U) = ∞ if an undefined value is encountered.
Step 3:
If R = / 0, then B = DeQ(R); otherwise go to Step 6.
Step 5:
Go to Step 3.
Step 6:
Output (6) d (5) c (4) d (3) b (2) a(1) (5) − (0) a (1) b (2) d (3) c (4) d (5) b (6) − (0) (5) − (0) a (1) b (2) d (3) c (4) d (5) b (6) (Directions V and D come in from layer 0, and direction H comes from layer 2.) Though we have known the values of ω and L of those prior positions, we need to check if the current block can be extended or not when we choose the edge of some direction. All three incoming edges get negative scores, but we get positive score in D direction. (Threshold τ is 0 in our example.) It means that a new block starts, and then we have to reset current block length to 1 and to calculate the current ω by adding the power ψ (ψ is an predefined parameter, which is 2 in this paper.) of prior block length. Since it is complicated to decide the correct value of ω k (i, j,U), we use the function Choose(k, i, j, ∆,U) to choose the value. We show function Choose(k, i, j, ∆,U) and the meanings of its arguments as follows.
k, i and j, where k is the index of the layer, i, j mean the coordinates, ∆ is the incoming layer and U ∈ {H,V, D} means the direction that it came from.
Output:
The correct value of ω k (i, j,U), and the value of L k (i, j,U) which is updated to a correct one.
Check if the phase is changed from (x, y,U ′ ) to (i, j,U), where (x, y,U ′ ) represent the outgoing edge of direction U ′ at position (x, y). A phase is said to be changed if and only if one of the following conditions holds.
A changed phase means a new block, and we have to reset the length of current block to 1.
Compute the following:
where U ′ ∈ {H,V, D}.
Without loss of generality, assume that Tempω [Z] is not less than the other two. Then:
(if phase is changed from (x, y, Z) to (i, j,U)), ω ∆ (x, y, Z) (otherwise).
Notice that if there are more than one maximum in Tempω{H,V,D}, we should find the most benefit one, i.e. the one with the longest current block length, as our Z.
Step 5:
Return(OK). Figure 3 shows the full result after NBA algorithm is performed. In this example, the maximum ω is 21 of layer 0, with the alignment a|bdcd|---|bacd|db ; 26 of layer 1, with the alignment abdcd|-bacdd|b ; 15 of layer 2, with the alignment a|b|dcd|--b|-|acd|db . As we can see, there is a positive block with length 5 in layer 1. It means that the block may be more meaningful if it is in biosequences.
It is clear that the time complexity of Algorithm NBA is O(dmn). We may reduce the time complexity to O(|R|) which is much less than O(dmn) if we skip the initialization in Step 1.
IV. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we present a method to mark the tracings of all near-optimal alignments within d score compared to the optimal alignment. And then, we propose an algorithm to solve the near-optimal block alignment problem. Both the method and the algorithm can be easily implemented and efficiently. The filtering scheme can be replaced by any one mentioned by Tseng et al. [15] or other criteria easily. The time complexity will remain the same if the criteria can be done in linear time.
The real biological sequence alignment is hard to find because we do not really know the correct score function of nature. The score functions presented by scientists may be close to the correct one, though. Thus we need to check all the near-optimal alignments to find the real one. It is to time consuming to check by human power. Our proposed algorithm is a good choice to speed up our knowledge of mysterious nature.
For now it is necessary to design different algorithms to filter the near-optimal alignments with different criteria. In the future, we would like to parameterize the problem and design the algorithm to solve it.
